MATHER PLACE AT THE GEORGIAN
422 Davis Street, Evanston

PASSAGES SEMINAR
*Coordinated by Alice Kay*
The Passages Seminar is a potpourri of lectures designed for the person who wasn’t born yesterday.
Lectures meet on Tuesdays, 10-11:15 a.m.
**HUM S09-53, ML, 6 Tue., 9/8-10/13, 10-11:15 a.m., $24 in district residents age 60 and above.**
CRN 61475
**HUM S09-54, ML, 6 Tue., 9/8-10/13, 10-11:15 a.m., $40 out of district residents or under age 60.**
CRN 61476
Registration is by series only. Half-price tuition does not apply. For more information, call 847-635-1414.

September 8
THE CREATION OF *MY FAIR LADY*
Join Emeritus favorite **Charles Troy** on a "loverly" tour through the creation of one of the most beloved musicals from the golden age of stage and screen, *My Fair Lady*.

September 15
GREAT PALACES OF THE WORLD
To paraphrase a famous comedian, it’s good to be the king – or the duke, prince, nabob, or tsar. They get to live in the biggest houses. Due to wars, revolutions, and social change, many of the world’s major palaces are now museums, monuments, or even grand hotels. Join art historian **Claire Copping Cross** for a tour of some of the great palaces of the world.

September 22
THE LEADERSHIP OF GEORGE WASHINGTON AND ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
Join historian and Emeritus favorite **Bill Haase** as he compares and contrasts the leadership styles of Presidents George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. Almost all historians have evaluated these two men as the most respected of all the presidents of the United States.

September 29
VICTORIAN LONDON: POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
Join anglophile **Linda Putnam** for an introduction to the music halls, penny gaffs, pleasure gardens, street performers, waxworks, and other forms of entertainment found in 19th century London. Not all of the entertainment was quite so "quaint," however, as you’ll see by Putnam's further knowledge of the era’s gin palaces, opium dens, and brothels.
October 6
PRESIDENT BARRACK OBAMA AND FOREIGN POLICY
Join Julie Strauss, Ph.D., for a discussion of the foreign policy challenges inherited by President Obama. We'll cover the Middle East, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Africa, and touch on global warming, energy crises, poverty, famine, fresh water wars, and more.

October 13
MOVERS AND SHAKERS
Architectural historian Hy Speck embarks on a tour of Chicago, and shows through photos and commentary how "movers and shakers" have impacted the city's amazing skyline.